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Every actor begins their career at the same moment: the moment they decide to become one. Sure, some actors 
are fortunate enough to have a friend or relative in the film industry, whether it is an A-List actor cousin, a direc-
tor uncle, a talent agent auntie, an acting coach dad, or if they are really lucky, a casting director mom (and yes, 
I have seen it). However, a majority of starting actors are not as fortunate. While the decision has been made to 
pursue an acting career, many people have no idea what to do or where to begin.

Furthermore, becoming a working actor does not happen overnight. It can take years of training and working 
unpaid student or indie films before an actor signs with a talent agent, and starts booking bigger gigs. You have 
to be ready to work hard, be patient, and (from time to time) learn to take “no” for an answer. Most importantly, 
you have to love what you are doing. Being an actor is fun! You become a key player in the cinematic storytell-
ing process, plus you get to work with many other talented artists. There is nothing more exciting than receiving 
a script, getting in front of the camera, and bringing a character and a story to life. Perhaps even more exciting, 
is the opportunity to work with passionate actors, filmmakers and establishing friendships that last long after 
leaving a film and television set.

The information provided in this eBook is based on my personal experience in Canada’s film and television 
industry. I hope that reading this eBook and listening to the podcasts on https://www.thestartingactor.ca/https://www.thestartingactor.ca/ provide 
you with information to help you get started with your own respective acting careers.

Break a leg and have fun!

-Mike Stechyson

*Please Note: The Star(t)ing Actor is not affiliated with any businesses or services pertaining to Canada’s 
film and television industry. The content contained in this publication are the views of the content cre-
ators and are not intended to be recommendations or endorsements of any specific service provider.*

INTRODUCTION
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A headshot is an actor’s business card. Casting directors and other industry pros will look at your headshots 
to determine whether or not you look the part for a film or TV project. If the answer is “yes”, then the casting 
director might bring you in for an audition. If the answer is “no” (or you don’t hear back), no sweat! There are 
plenty of roles out there that you might be suitable for.

Here is an example of a professional acting headshot, as well as a list of items to consider when preparing for a  
headshot session:

(Figure 1: Headshot - Photo Credit: David Leyes)

The portrait in Figure 1 was taken by a professional headshot photographer in Toronto, Ontario. I will say that 
again: “professional headshot photographer”. This portrait was shot and edited specifically for an actor to use 
for submissions to agents and casting directors.

“Without wonder and insight, acting is just a business. With it, it becomes 
creation.”

-Bette Davis
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Items to consider for a headshot session:

A. Get your headshots done by a professional  
 headshot photographer.

Visit sites such as IMDb, social media, or your local act-
ing studio and ask around to find out which photogra-
phers actors are hiring for headshot sessions. Headshot 
photographers often leave their business cards at acting 
and casting studios. DO NOT ask your cousin who 
thinks he is handy with a camera, DO NOT use a school 
photo or business headshot, and DO NOT use a selfie! 
Professional headshots are imperative for your acting 
career, so pick right and pay up!

B. Bring outfits that you would normally wear.

You do not need to go out and purchase new clothes 
(unless you want to). But it is important for you to have 
a few options so that you will have a variety of “looks” 
to present to talent agents and to use for your online 
casting profiles.

C. Go easy on the make-up and digital editing.

If you wear make-up, it should look completely natu-
ral. If it is practicle, hire a make-up artist for the shoot. 
Most professional headshot photographers have their 
go-to make-up artists that you can hire for an additional 
fee. Also, DO NOT over-edit your photos; you should 
leave the editing to the photographer. It is not uncom-
mon for actors to succumb to the temptation of “spot 
healing”, “airbrushing”, and “colour correcting” their 
photos. But it defeats the purpose of why you booked 
headshots in the first place! You want to show the in-
dustry your authhentic look. So, DO NOT overdo your 
make-up, DO NOT edit your headshots as they will not 
look real and will most certainly not look like you.

D. Take your time selecting the headshots that  
 you want edited by the photographer.

After the photoshoot, the headshot photographer will 
send you unedited, low resolution and watermarked 
proofs for you to review. You will get to see all of 
the photos captured from your headshot session and 
the opportunity to select which headshots you would 
like touched-up. Professional headshot photographers 
generally charge for each photo that you want digitally 
edited. Unless money is no object and you can afford to 
have all photos edited, carefully choose the photos that 
best represent you. There could be hundreds of photos 
to review, so do not rush this process. Once you have 
selected the photos that you like the most, sleep on your 
decisions, and move on to Step E.

E. Get a second opinion.

Before you pay for edits and touch-ups, get a second opinion on your photo selections. To help make this process a 
little easier, I recommend that you reach out to a fellow actor, acting coach, or if you have one, your talent agent. The 
process might look something like this: you have over 200 photos to choose from, you send the proofs to your talent 
agent who instructs you to select 100 of the photos that you like. After selecting your top 100, your agent chooses 50 
of the photos that they like. They send them back to you to narrow it down to the top 25. Of those 25, your agent picks 
their top 10. This leaves you selecting the final 5 headshots that will be touched up and used for casting and roster 
profiles.
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F. Keep them fresh.

You should plan to update your headshots every 2-3 years. Even if you think you appearance has remained the same, 
an update to your look keeps your headshots looking fresh. This is really important for child actors. This is particularly 
important for child actors. Let’s be honest, children sprout like beanpoles, so you will have to update their headshots 
regularly. 

It is also very important to remember to update your headshots if you drastically change something about your ap-
pearance (i.e. haircuts, extravagant tattoos and piercings, hair colour, and cosmetic surgery). Your headshots should 
ALWAYS look like you. When casting brings you in for an audition, they are expecting to see the exact same person in 
the photograph. If you are auditioning for the role of “boy next door” and your headshot shows a young guy with thick 
blonde hair, and you show up with a shaved head and a noticeable face tattoo, you are not that “boy next door” that the 
casting director requested. This will not reflect well from a professional perspective.

**Side note: any significant changes to your physical appearance should be shared with your agent first**

REMEMBER: It is important to have printouts of your headshots with you at all times. Most photographers 
request that prints are done through them to ensure the highest quality possible. The photos should be printed 
on 8”x10” matte photo paper with a white border around the image which allows photographers to include your 
name on the photo. ALWAYS have your name printed on the lower border of your headshot, and staple it back-
to-back with your acting resumé. This is the package that you should hand to a casting director or their casting 
assistant (if they ask for it) when you are called in for an audition.

In the next chapter, we will discuss the second half of the actor’s business card: the resumé.
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2
Your resumé outlines your work experience, training, and special skills. It should be easy for agents and cast-
ing directors to read, and should only outline what you have done and what you can do. Figure 2 outlines each 
section that should be included in your resumé.

(Figure 2: Acting Resumé)
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Acting Resumé Legend (A to H)

(A) Your Name

This one is pretty self-explanatory. Just remember to use the name you go by professionally. 
If you have an alternate last name or “stage name”, be sure to use that name on your acting 
resumé.

(B) Union Status

When you join a union such as the Alliance of Canadian Cinema, Television and Radio 
Artists (ACTRA), or Canadian Actors’ Equity Association (CAEA) for stage, or an Amer-
ican union such as the Screen Actors’ Guild (SAG), you must include that on your resumé. 
Including this on your resumé indicates that you are a unionized actor and can only work 
on film, television and radio productions under union agreements. It also demonstrates that 
you are committed to supporting union work. If you are a non-union actor, leave the union 
section empty.

(C) Contact Information

If you are unrepresented (or “currently independent”), include your mobile number and 
email address. This is all of the contact information you will need. Use your primary email 
address and check it frequently. This ensures that you are up-to-date with casting calls, can 
easily connect with agents and casting directors, and communicate with filmmakers.

If you are represented by a talent agent, include the name of the agency, their office number 
(and extension if applicable), agent/agency email, fax number, and office address.

Note: Talent agencies often have their own resumé templates that they will ask you to use. 
Their contact information is usually included in an agency banner at the top of the template.
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(D) Physical Traits

Be sure to include your height, weight, eye and hair colour on your resumé. Ensure that this 
information is accurate - the casting director will find out one way or another. 

If you can sing, include voice as a trait (whether you are a “tenor”, “soprano”, “baritone”, 
etc.).

(E) Film and Television Experience

This is where you list your acting experience. Select roles that are applicable and list them 
in chronological order beginning with the most recent. Include anything from short films, 
to TV shows, to full-length features. Focus on principal/speaking roles on your resumé, and 
avoid background performer (BG) or set extra roles as these are not relevant. 

List the title of the project (and type of project in brackets if necessary) in the left column, 
the type of role and character name in the center column followed by the production compa-
ny and director’s name in the right column.

Keep this section organized and up-to-date as you add roles and experience.

(F) Commercial List

As you book roles in web and television commercials, you are associated with that brand or 
product for the duration of its air time (and sometimes for a few years after). Some of the 
brands and products that you audition for could be competitors to other brands and products 
that you have already worked for in the past. It is best to keep this list separate from your 
resumé and to have it available for producers and production companies who may want 
verify if there are potential conflicts before bringing you in for an audition. Also, if you have 
an extensive list of commercial experience, it can take away from your other on-camera 
work. If this is the case, consider adding “List Available Upon Request” in you commercial 
experice, and have this list up-to-date and ready.
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(G) Training

The training section is similar to your film and television experience, but instead focusses on 
your acting training. This list should include: improv classes, scene study classes, one-on-
one coaching sessions, casting director workshops and audition classes. If you have com-
pleted online acting classes (which is considered to be more of a reference than an actual 
acting class), consider replacing it with an in-person acting class if possible. 

Consistent with your film and television experience, list your training in chronological order 
starting with the most recent. List the name of the acting studio in the left column, list the 
name of the acting class in the center column, followed by the name of the acting teacher in 
the right column.

Many argue that this section of your resumé is the most important. This shows casting direc-
tors, agents, and filmmakers that you are continuously working on your craft when are not 
working on set. More on acting studios in Chapter 4.

(H) Skills and Interests

This section lists your talents outside of acting. This might include: musical instruments, 
professional sports, martial arts, stage combat and firearm certifications, stunt work, horse-
back riding, vehicle licenses, impersonations, circus tricks, etc. If you can do something that 
is worth noting, note it. Agents, casting directors, and filmmakers may be looking for some-
one with your talents, do not be shy about sharing them.

DO NOT lie about your special skills. If you tell your talent agent that you know how to 
ride a horse and then arrive onset saying “I cannot ride a horse” (or worse… you lie and say 
that you can, and end up looking foolish), it will reflect poorly for everyone involved, espe-
cially you! EVEN WORSE… you could hurt yourself by doing something that you know 
you could not do in the first place (surprisingly, this happens all the time). 

List the skills that you are trained in, experienced with, and capable of doing. There is no 
shame in admitting you cannot do something, especially when onset. Misleading anyone 
associated with a production will only cause problems, could get you seriously injured, and 
damage your reputation.
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As an actor, you must register for online casting services. Every talent agent in Canada will ask you to join a 
minimum of one or two casting services so that they can submit you for film and television work.

Your casting profile should include: Your headshots (have at least 3-4 different looks), your acting resumé, a 
demo reel (if you have one), contact information (yours or your agent’s), physical traits (height, weight, eth-
nicity, gender, body type, etc.), nationality, and the city that you are based in (major metropolitan city you are 
closest to).

Here is a list of online casting services commonly used by Canadian actors:

Casting Workbook: https://home.castingworkbook.com

A mandatory requirement, Casting Workbook is an industry recognized com-
munication system designed to allow the transfer of actor portfolio materials 
(headshots, resumés, demo reels, etc.) between talent agencies, casting directors 
and production teams. This is arguably the most used casting service in Canada 
and abroad. As an actor, you will be required to register for Casting Workbook 
once you sign with a talent agency. This online tool allows agents to view cast-
ing calls and submit you for upcoming auditions. You will also upload self-tape 
auditions to Casting Workbook.

“Use what you know. Don’t worry about what you don’t know.”

-Michael Shurtleff
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Actors Access: https://www.actorsaccess.com

Actors Access is a site where actors can view casting breakdowns and submit to 
them. It is also an important resource for maintaining actors’ profiles by upload-
ing headshots, resumés, skills and attributes, demos, and more.

Actors Access is part of the Breakdown Services, Ltd. group of companies. 
Breakdown Services is the site used by talent agents to submit actors for film 
and television projects.

Your talent agent may or may not ask you to create an Actors Access profile, 
however, it is worth having and you can create an account for free.

Mandy.com: https://www.mandy.com/

Actors looking to gain experience often work on indie sets to build their resumé, 
and make connections. A popular site used by independent filmmakers is Mandy.
com. It is free to set up, easy to maintain, and there are plenty of film projects 
that actors can apply to.

When using Mandy.com, you will most likely work on non-union and non-paid 
jobs, which is fine for anyone trying to gain some onset experience and build 
a portfolio. However, once you have entered an agreement with a talent agent, 
they will be the ones who submit you for film and television projects, and will 
more likely use the services listed above.

Cast It Talent: https://www.castittalent.com/

Cast It Talent is a service that allows you to create an actor profile and submit 
yourself for film and television auditions.

What is really cool about Cast It Talent, is the ability to submit for open casting 
calls, meaning anyone can apply for a film role. Major studios such as Disney, 
Universal and Netflix will post open casting calls to the public. It is not uncom-
mon to see open casting calls for feature movies like Star Wars, Disney films, 
Netflix shows, and more. Sure, thousands of actors will apply and submit a self-
tape audition, but who knows, you might catch your big break in an open casting 
call. Those Cinderella stories can happen.
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Social Media Casting Call Boards

If you have a Facebook account, it would be worthwhile to join your local cast-
ing pages. Colleges and universities have casting pages for their Film and TV 
programs, and even their acting programs may have casting call groups that you 
can join. This is also perfect for those who are just breaking into acting. 

Also, some casting directors have Facebook pages and casting groups where 
they share open casting calls for commercials, TV shows and films. If you are 
looking to gain some professional experience, you could always submit yourself 
for these casting calls. Nothing ventured, nothing gained!

At the end of the day, it is in your best interest to use all of the casting service listed above. Create an acting 
profile on each platform, even if you have little-to-no experience. Research all kinds of projects you can apply 
for and the various roles being cast for your demographic. Most importantly, visit these sites frequently and 
submit yourself often.

These online platforms are a great way to meet aspiring actors such as yourself, collaborate with indie filmmak-
ers, and show off your skills as an actor. So, go out, have fun and get your hands dirty!
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4
“Honesty isn’t enough for me. That becomes very boring. If you can 

convince people what you’re doing is real and it’s also bigger than life -- 
that’s exciting.”

-Gene Hackman

Training is a critical and important part of being an actor. Whether you are just starting your acting career or 
keeping busy while auditions are dry, acting classes are the best way for an actor to stay sharp.

There are dozens of acting studios and coaches offering their services - too many to list in this eBook. Acting 
studios and coaches have differing approaches to teaching. There is no right or wrong approach to teaching 
however, finding the right fit between student and coach is very important. As an actor, take the time and re-
search options, find an acting studio and coach that you feel comfortable with and who will guide you through 
your development.

Below are a few examples of acting classes to consider:

Improvisation (aka. Improv): 

Totally off-script, improv is a great way to get comfortable as a performer, to learn how to be quick on your 
feet, to laugh, and to fail in all of the best ways. Improv taught me not to overthink everything, to have fun, 
and to listen to my scene partner. Improv classes are great for beginner actors! It will help you feel more 
comfortable and open up in a fun, judgement-free environment.
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On-Camera Classes: 

These classes are all about the on-camera work. Depending on the studio, on-camera classes are meant to 
help you prepare for auditions, analyze script and character, and teach you techniques (or methods) taught at 
that particular studio. There are lots of studios and teachers that offer on-camera classes, each with their own 
system. Some studios go by a levelling system (beginner to expert), while others avoid a levelling system 
completely and focus on working with actors at their own pace.

Find out which acting studios offer on-camera acting classes, sit in on one of their classes if you can, and see 
which ones you may like to try.

Private Coaching:

Similar to on-camera classes, private coaching allows you to work one-on-one with an acting coach. Most 
coaches offer one-hour, even 30-minute coaching sessions for a fee. If you enjoy working with a particular 
coach and want to work on material outside of class, then private coaching is the way to go! You can even 
book a coach for self-tape auditions, or even before an actual audition.

Casting/Audition Workshops:

Casting directors, particularly in major cities, often host casting workshops. These workshops are simula-
tions of an actual audition, except you are working on audition techniques with a reputable casting director 
as opposed to an acting coach. Casting director workshops are a day or two at most, and are great for actors 
who are interested in receiving feedback and input from a casting director, as well as learning more about 
how that casting director runs their audition room.

Industry Panels:

Industry Panels often include: Talent Agent Panels, Director Panels, Casting Breakdown Q&As, Casting 
Director Q&As, and even Actor Q&As. If you are just breaking into acting and want to know how certain 
aspects of the industry work, these panels are the perfect place to ask questions. Many of these panels are 
offered for free; however, some studios will charge a small fee for these events (particularly Talent Agent 
Panels which are the most popular among actors). Industry panels usually last for a couple of hours, but are 
useful if you want to meet new people and learn something new about the acting business.
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If you are interested in learning more about a particular acting studio, coach, workshop or panel, the best thing 
to do is ask around. Ask your fellow actors what they thought about the class and if there is any way to audit.

And remember to train when you can! It is important to hone your skills and stay sharp!
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5
“I‘m curious about other people. That’s the essence of my acting. I’m 

interested in what it would be like to be you.”

-Meryl Streep

With today’s technology, it is not uncommon for casting directors and agents to request a self-tape audition.

A self-tape audition is an audition that is filmed, edited and submitted by the actor (or their talent agent) for 
casting to review, or send to the director and producers in order to make a casting decision. If a casting director 
requests a self-tape audition, they will send the audition material (audition script and casting breakdowns) to the 
actor to record and send back within a deadline. As opposed to an in-person audition, actors are able to record 
as many takes as they want before deciding which scene they are going to submit in their final self-tape.

Self-tapes are a blessing because they allow actors to be as creative as possible with the time available. Actors 
are usually given just one or two takes (or “redirects”) in an in-person audition, whereas with self-tapes, they 
have all time in the world! Or at least until the self-tape is due.

Most acting studios offer self-tape services for an hourly fee. 
These services include professional studio space, shooting and 
editing, and a reader to run lines with. However, if you are get-
ting more self-tape auditions than in-person auditions, constant-
ly paying for studio services can begin to add up financially. 

Luckily, there are other ways for actors to do self-tapes on their 
own.
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If you own or have access to your own camera, lighting (daylight or artificial), tripod, editing software 
(any basic editing software will do), and a blank wall or backdrop, then set up your mini self-tape studio 
like so:

(Figure 3: Standard Self tape set-up)

Refer to the example below on how your self-tape should be framed and lit:

(Figure 4: Self tape Frame)
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Simple! Although, I would highly recommend that you ask a friend or family member to stand in as your reader. 
IT IS IMPORTANT THAT YOU HAVE A READER! If it looks like you are reading the lines on your own, it 
will not look or feel like an authentic performance. Call somebody! Anybody!

For those of you who do not own camera equipment or are unable to access equipment in a timely manner, con-
sider using a mobile app that allows you to shoot, edit, format and send your self-tape audition. One of my go to 
favorites is My Self Tape App! 

My Self Tape App is easy-to-use and charges a small fee per self-tape (if you can afford a cup of coffee, you can 
afford this self-tape service). All you need to do is download the app, create an account and follow the instruc-
tions. The app formats your self-tape into a high-definition, small file size making it easy to send to your talent 
agent and casting directors.

Be sure to meet the deadlines when submitting self-tape auditions. If you have time, send your self-tape to your 
agent or an acting coach for feedback. Treat that feedback like a mini re-direct and record another scene for 
your final submission. Self-tapes are a lot of fun! You don’t feel the pressure of being in the audition room, plus 
you have the benefit of having more time to play with the material you have been given. Use this time wisely, 
and get creative!

(Figure 5: My Self Tape App ® set-up)
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6
“If I wasn’t an actor, I’d be a secret agent.”

-Thornton Wilder

The information in this chapter might very well be the most important of this eBook – it is certainly the longest 
section! This chapter, defines the role of a talent agent, briefly outlines the agent/ client relationship, provides 
you with an “industry code of ethics”, and discusses the submission/interview process based on some of my 
personal experiences. Selecting a talent agent is a detailed process. It takes time and is very much a personal 
decision. This is one chapter where I do not provide or make specific recommendations. The truth of the matter 
is selecting a Talent Agent is different for every actor. What I will do is provide relevant information that you 
should consider be fore signing with a talent agent. 

You have taken acting classes, completed your headshots, worked on student and indie films, built a resumé and 
a 2-3-minute demo reel of your “indie film” and class work -  you are ready for the professional audition room! 
We are talking about the big leagues! You feel like you are ready to see the most reputable casting directors in 
the country and audition for roles in major stu dio films and network television shows. But in order to be seen by 
the big wigs, you are going to need a talent agent. Arguably this will be one of the most important relationships 
you will ever have in this industry, signing with a talent agent is also a huge milestone for an aspiring actor.

What is a talent agent?

AN AGENT (or talent agent, agency, artist’s manager, or personal manager) is a person, co-partnership, asso-
ciation, firm, corporation or any other form of business entity who or which offers to (or does) represent, act 
as the representative of, negotiate for and/or counsel or advise any person in or about or in connection with or 
relating to his or her employment or professional career as a performer in the entertainment industry.

(Source: TAMAC.ca | Copyright ©2020 TAMAC | https://tamac.ca/faqs.php)
23



A talent agent will submit an actor for work (auditions) on their behalf, as well as negotiate work terms and 
compensation for the actor in the event that they book a role. Your agent will review and negotiate contracts 
before you sign them, and provide advice regarding the entertainment industry should you need or ask for it.

Think of this as a partnership: you, the client, are trying to book work in the entertainment industry. The agent is 
going to submit you for work (auditions), and in return, the agent will receive a percentage (or commission) of 
what you earn from the work that you book.

The agent/actor relationship is not considered to be an employer/employee relationship. You do not work for 
your talent agent, and your talent agent does not work for you. So, do not treat as like such. You have both 
entered into an agreement, and should treat each other with the utmost respect and professionalism.

That being said, before entering into an agreement with a talent agent, you should familiarize yourself with the 
Entertainment Industry Coalition’s Industry Code of Ethics. All of the recognized talent agents in Canada are 
required to sign and abide by this code, so use this as a reference before you consider signing a contract.

Entertainment Industry Coalition (EIC) Code of Ethics:

• An agent will be truthful in his or her statements to the client
• An agent will represent all clients in good faith and recognize the uniqueness of the client’s abilities.
• An agent will maintain an office, records and such materials necessary to conduct business normally  
 deemed necessary to function as an agent.
• An agent will agree to be equipped and to continue to be equipped to represent the client ably and  
 diligently in the legitimate entertainment industry and to so represent the client.
• An agent will not advertise to the general public for the purpose of soliciting clients through advertis 
 ing placed in any form of printed or electronic media (newspapers, flyers, magazines, telephones, the  
 Internet, fax, CD-ROM or mailings, etc.)
• If an agent recommends a service provider in which they have a financial interest, it must be dis  
 closed to the client at the time of recommendation.
• An agent will not accept employment as an actor.
• An agent will maintain an accessible office and telephone during all reasonable business hours.
• An agent or designate will be available, at all reasonable hours, for consultation with the client.
• An agent will inform the client, upon request, of any all activities undertaken on the client’s behalf.  
 An agent will maintain proper financial books and records.
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• An agent will make all books and records pertaining to a client available to the client on a regular  
 business day upon forty-eight hours’ notice.
• An agent will not commingle monies belonging to clients with monies belonging to the agent, but  
 will keep such monies in a separate account, which may be known as the client’s account or trust  
 account.
• An agent will pay each client his or her share of all monies received on behalf of the client in a 
 timely manner. All monies belonging to the client received by the agent shall be faithfully accounted  
 for by the agent and promptly paid over to the client.
• An agent will inform a new client that commission due to a former agent be kept current.
• An agent will use all reasonable efforts to assist the client in procuring employment in the legitimate  
 entertainment industry.
• An agent will make no claims or guarantees of employment to prospective clients that cannot be 
 immediately substantiated.
• An agent will accept no employment on the client’s behalf without informing the client of his or her  
 obligations, such as details of fees, performance credit, working conditions and so on.
• An agent will negotiate terms and conditions of any employment opportunities offered in 
 consultation with the client.

• An agent will recognize and uphold the client’s prerogative to refuse any and all employment 
 opportunities offered.
• It is not a condition of representation that an agent stipulates the photographer, printer, school or any  
 other service provider for the client. Should an agent have any financial interest in above named 
 businesses, full disclosure about said interest must be provided.
• An agent will maintain the confidentiality of all dealings on behalf of the client both during 
 representation and after the representation has terminated.
• An agent will, upon request, make available to a client or prospective client a complete current list of  
 clients represented by the agency.

 (Source: TAMAC.ca| Copyright ©2020 TAMAC | https://tamac.ca/faqs.php)
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Submission Process:

A) Creating an Agent List

Firstly, start by asking some of the working actors at your acting studio who they are signed with. 
Ask which talent agent the actor is with (most talent agencies have more than one agent working in 
the office). Ask them how long they have been with that talent agent, and if their relationship has 
been a good one thus far. DO NOT ask actors whether or not their agent is looking for new clients, 
because the truth is, they most likely do not know.

Secondly, check out the union’s Agent Directory List. ACTRA Toronto has a list of talent agencies 
that they recognize and who have also signed the EIC Code of Ethics.

ACTRA Toronto’s agent directory: https://www.actratoronto.com/performers/agents-directory/.

Look through this list, jot down some names, and ask around. Ask your fellow actors, acting coaches 
and filmmakers to see if anyone has heard of or worked with these talent agencies. Also, do your own 
research. The Internet Movie Database Pro Account (IMDb Pro) allows you to see which actors 
an agent has on their roster. Get the free 14-day trial of IMDb Pro to research agents. See approxi-
mately how many actors an agent has on their roster, and what film and television shows their clients 
are booking. If you see something or someone interesting, write that agent’s name down on a list of 
agencies that you want to submit to.

Thirdly, another resource that I HIGHLY recommend is the Talent Agent & Managers Association 
of Canada (TAMAC). Comprised of 36 talent agencies, TAMAC addresses topics in many areas of 
the entertainment industry, including unions and their various agreements. In other words, they play 
by the rules. TAMAC also addresses industry issues involving government policies and legislation, 
as well as cultural and funding agencies. What is really useful is TAMAC also provides a list of its 
member agencies located in Toronto, Vancouver, Ottawa and Montreal. You can also use this a refer-
ence when making your agency list. https://tamac.ca/index.php.

Submitting to talent agents is both exciting and nerve-wracking. You have assembled a submission 
package, which includes: your headshot, a resumé, a 2-3-minute demo reel (if you have one), and 
a cover letter, now you are trying to figure out which talent agencies to submit to. My answer is this 
(and I am sure there are some acting coaches and industry pros who may disagree with me): submit 
to as many as you can.
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B) Submission Package:

After making a list of talent agencies that you want to submit to, it is time to assemble your agency 
submission package. Before you send it all off at once, be sure to visit every agency website and read 
their submission instructions. Some talent agents still prefer a hard copy submission over an e-sub-
mission. Do not try and stand out by doing more than what is requested and follow the instructions 
exactly. Once you have confirmed the submission procedures for each talent agent, it is time to send 
it all off!

• Headshots – Submit two different looks. Think cinematic vs commercial, or dramatic vs   
 comedy.

• Resumé – Attach your resumé as a .docx or .pdf file.

• Demo Reel (if you have one) – It helps to have some of your on-camera work to show off.  
 If you have class footage or really cool scenes from short film projects that you want to share,  
 cut it into a 2-3-minute video. Upload it as a private or ‘unlisted’ link and be sure to include  
 that link in your cover letter along with any passwords needed to view the content. Vimeo is  
 an excellent resource and known for its video quality, but YouTube is also fine.

• Cover Letter – Keep it concise: ½ a page to ¾ of page max. Introduce yourself as a film 
 and television actor seeking representation, briefly discuss what you have worked on, where  
 you have trained, where you plan to continue training, and some aspirations. Finish it off with  
 a “Thank you for your time and consideration. Please contact me at your earliest convenience  
 should you be expanding your roster at this time”, and end it with your name and contact   
 info. Talent agents like something they can read quickly, so keep it short and sweet.
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Meeting with a Talent Agent:
It can take weeks, even months, before you hear back from talent agents. Be patient, you will receive a few re-
sponses! When you do, some agents might tell you that “they have a sufficient number of actors on their roster” 
while another might indicate that they have actors on the roster that are “similar or competitive” to you and oth-
ers might not get back to you period - this all totally normal. Then there are the agents who want to meet with 
you. This is where things get exciting and interesting… All of the questions that come flooding into an actor’s 
head can be summarized into one thought or feeling: “what do I do?”. The answer is simple, it is so simple it 
often frustrates every aspiring actor that I have spoken to. Dying to know what it is?

 
It is “be yourself”.

This is not a job interview, it is not going to determine whether or not you will EVER work in this industry, and 
you are not selling your soul. You are meeting with a talent agent so they can get to know you, and you can get 
to know them. It is that simple. They have already seen your submission package, they know you are an actor, 
they are already impressed by what you have brought to the table or else they would not have asked to meet 
with you. This meeting is not about impressing one another, it is about getting to know one another and deter-
mining if you are the right fit for each other at this point in your careers. However, there are a few things you 
should remember:

1) Do some research on the talent agent before you meet them. Find out who some of their 
clients are, what projects their actors’ book, find out how long they have been in the industry; do a 
little background check. You do not have to go too deep though! 

2) Prepare a few questions that you would like to ask them. Make sure you phrase the ques-
tions a certain way so that you do not get quick one-word answers. Plan your questions after you 
have researched the agent/agency. Typically, I only asked four questions in my initial interview: I 
wanted to know more about their relationships with casting directors and producers in the industry, 
which casting services I was required to subscribe to, the importance of joining the union and when 
I should join, and finally what their favourite music was so I could give them a custom ringtone (this 
was a fun one. My agent said Bob Marley and I knew at that moment that I was going to sign with 
them). It is so easy for us to do research online nowadays, so it’s pointless asking questions you 
have already found the answer to.

3) Ask the agency what their commission will be on the work that you book to confirm that 
it is on par with entertainment industry standards. Typically, agents collect 15% on film and televi-
sion work, and 10% on theatre work. Also, if an agent asks for money upfront, sometimes calling it 
a “registration/agency fee” or “maintenance fee”, walk away. That is a big no-no as per Rule 19 of 
the EIC Code of Ethics. If they ask for money, say no.
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4) Never enter into an agreement with an agent without spending time to reflect on your 
meeting and perhaps seeking some independent advice. If an agent asks you to sign a contract 
then and there, tell them you would like some time to review the contract before making a big deci-
sion. If they insist, say no. Do not rush this decision, and definitely get impartial advice if you can. 
If you can afford a lawyer (or an associate) to review the contract, do it. If not, speak to someone 
you trust first (a close relative or friend), if everything checks out, then you are free to make the big 
decision. Going away to think about an offer also gives you time to consider similar offers that other 
agents have given you. This is the best-case scenario; having multiple offers to choose from. I was 
given 7-10 days to make a decision. You do not need to wait until the 10 days are up, but it’s best to 
sleep on it before signing your name.

5) Do not sign with a talent agent for the sake of signing with a talent agent. So many of 
my fellow actors have signed with a talent agent just for bragging rights. You should sign with a 
talent agent because you connect with them, and because you believe that you will work well to-
gether. Most importantly, you are signing with a talent agent because you are confident that you are 
ready to be seen by major casting directors. You sign with an agent because you are ready to work 
on multi-million-dollar productions where everyone onset is expecting you to do your part. A talent 
agent will take you on because they believe that you have the skill and drive to work in this indus-
try, so be prepared to share in that confidence.

I could go on forever about this subject. Just remember that this is an important stage of your career, so do not 
rush into it. Be patient, focus on your craft, take acting classes, gain some experience and have fun doing what 
you love. There will always be plenty of opportunities in this industry, and plenty of agents to submit to when 
you feel that you are ready to take the next step. Just be sure to do your research, ask questions, be safe, and 
sign on with someone who is just as passionate as you are, and is willing to be in your corner through thick and 
thin.
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7
“There’s nothing more boring than unintelligent actors, because all 

they have to talk about is themselves and acting. There have to be other 
things.”

-Tim Robbins

You have signed with a reputable talent agent, booked some paid gigs, and now you are seeing opportunities to 
work on union sets. Now what....? 

The Alliance of Canadian Cinema, Television and Radio Artists (ACTRA) is Canada’s film, television, radio 
and digital media union of over 23,000 professional performers working in recorded media. It is ACTRA’s mis-
sion to negotiate, administer and enforce collective agreements that provide performing artists with reasonable 
pay and safe working conditions. The union pushes for regulation and government policies that protect 
Canadian performers and provide more work opportunities in the entertainment industry.

As a Canadian actor, this is the union that actors must join in order to be eligible to start working on large studio 
films and network TV shows. The majority of Canada’s big budget productions are unionized, meaning that 
they will be under an ACTRA agreement ensuring that actors are working in a safe, professional environment. 
ACTRA also ensures that you are getting paid the union scale for the work that you do. The union scale may be 
a little less if the project is under a low-budget agreement.
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In other words, the union has you covered. ACTRA’s mission is to ensure that all parties are playing by the 
rules, and being treated fairly.

The union is dedicated to helping its performers work in a safe, professional environment with other ACTRA 
members and permittees (i.e. non-union actors working under an ACTRA permit), and ACTRA engagers (film-
makers) that the union has not declared unfair. Simply put these people have agreed to play by ACTRA’s rules.

Once you join the union, you say goodbye to ALL of the non-union work that you were previously auditioning 
for. As an ACTRA member, non-union projects are not under ACTRA agreement and, therefore, are declared 
“unfair”. That is not to say that these projects are bad, or that the filmmakers are unprofessional, it’s that the 
union cannot ensure fair wages and safe working conditions on non-union sets. Since the projects are not under 
ACTRA’s jurisdiction. When you join ACTRA, you agree to play by their rules, and a big one is: only work on 
union sets with ACTRA-adhered engagers. 

If you are an ACTRA actor, you can no longer say “yes” to working on your buddy’s short film if it is not under 
an ACTRA agreement. Breaking your promise to ACTRA can can put you at risk of losing your union status 
and put you in “bad-standing”, and most jobs and talent agents require that you to be in “good-standing” with 
ACTRA.

In order to join ACTRA as a PRINCIPAL performer, a film and television actor must accumulate three (3) 
union credits. In order to obtain credits, an actor must book union roles as a principal performer.

Here are the different types of acting roles: 

Actor (5 lines or less) 
Principal (6 lines or more) 
Supporting 
Lead 
Series Lead 
Series Regular 
Recurring Role 
Guest Starring Role
Silent-On-Camera (this is a common category for TV commercials. It 
means you do not have any dialogue, but you are visible in the final cut).
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Pay may differ depending on the size, demand, or importance of the role…or may depend on what your talent 
agent negotiated for you. However, you will always receive ACTRA pay scale, unless the ACTRA agreements 
specify otherwise (i.e. low-budget agreements, or non-paying student films). 

You can also refer to the ACTRA website to learn more about different production agreements: 
https://www.actra.ca

Here are some of the steps an actor must take in order to join ACTRA:

i. Book a union role:

Getting that phone call from your agent saying you have booked a role is arguably one of the most exciting 
moments you have as an actor. However, booking your first union job is even more exciting! Most of the 
actors and coaches I have spoken to argue that auditioning for union gigs is harder because you are audition-
ing against experienced union actors who are well established. This is true; however, I would argue that it 
is harder getting into the audition room as a non-union actor. You have the same chances as everyone else, 
regardless of experience, but being brought in by a casting director as a non-union actor is tough. Something 
that stuck with me while attending an ACTRA workshop is that one of the benefits of being a union actor is 
being seen first by casting directors and filmmakers. It is true… When I was a non-union actor, I often found 
myself sitting in a waiting room full of union actors who had been working since they were children. It was 
extremely rare to see another non-union actor in the waiting room.

Having said this, all actors start out as non-union. In order to become a union actor, you have to book the 
role over other union actors. And you have to do this at least three times.

ii. ACTRA Work Permits:

If you are successful at landing a role prior to being a union member, you must play by the union rules while 
on the film or TV set. You have been given the acting role because production thought that you were more 
suitable for the role than a union actor. Since you are non-union, you need permission from ACTRA to work 
on a union set. This requires you to apply for and receive an ACTRA Work Permit. You are going to have to 
pay for the permit, but considering how much you are getting paid to work on a union set, it’s like paying for 
a small speeding ticket. Once you have booked the union job, go to the ACTRA website, find out which 
ACTRA branch you would report to (i.e. ACTRA Toronto, ACTRA Ottawa, ACTRA Montreal, etc.), and 
download/print the ACTRA Work Permit form. Fill in the forms, include a valid method of payment, and 
send the completed forms to the ACTRA offices immediately. 
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Once the forms have been approved, an ACTRA representative will send you your permit. The process is 
quite fast, so you will be ready to walk on set, have your permit, and begin your shoot!

iii. Apply to become an ACTRA Apprentice:

Once you have obtained your first permit, the next thing you should do is decide whether or not you want to 
join ACTRA as an Apprentice Member. If you have a talent agent, I would highly recommend speaking with 
them before joining the union. Ask them if they think this is the right move for you at this time.

Once you have made the decision to move forward, contact the Membership Department at your local 
ACTRA branch. Inform them that you have obtained your first ACTRA permit (credit) and that you would 
like to become an ACTRA Apprentice. If it is convenient, you might consider visiting the office in person to 
speed up the process.

You will have to fill out a few forms, pay an Apprentice fee, and sign an agreement stating that you 
acknowledge the ACTRA Member Responsibilities and Obligations.

Note: The Apprentice Fee will also be your annual union dues if you are still an Apprentice the 
following year.

After the paperwork has been approved, you are required to attend a free ACTRA orientation session, a 
Respect on Set workshop, and a Full Member Session to have a better understanding of the business side of 
being a professional actor.

Once all of these steps have been completed, you will be given your ACTRA Apprentice member number 
and can expect to receive your official ACTRA Apprentice card in the mail. 

Congratulations on joining the union!
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iv. Obtain two more ACTRA credits:

It is important to note: an ACTRA permit is valid for seven consecutive calendar days. If you book a project 
that requires you to be on set for more than seven days, you may be required to purchase a second ACTRA 
permit. Again, this may sound expensive, but in doing so you have collected more than one credit towards 
your full ACTRA membership.

As an ACTRA Apprentice, you are still required to pay for two more permits. Having gone through the 
process of becoming an ACTRA Apprentice, the union requires that you MUST become a full member once 
you have obtained your final ACTRA credit.

Once you have obtained that final credit, it is time to move on to Step V…

v. Applying to become a Full ACTRA Member:

This is the moment you have been building up to in this chapter of your career: becoming a full ACTRA 
member.

As soon as you have obtained your third and final ACTRA permit, contact the Membership department at the 
ACTRA office immediately. Inform them that you have just acquired all of the credits needed to become a 
full member of the union and you would like to proceed with the final steps.

The Membership department will send you all of the necessary forms that you will need to fill out, and will 
request that you pay the ACTRA initiation fee of $1600.00 minus the permit fees you have paid for all of the 
qualifying credits you have earned as an ACTRA Apprentice in good standing.

**($1600.00 – [cost of 1st permit + cost of 2nd permit + cost of 3rd permit])**

Similar to the annual Apprenticeship dues, actors are required to pay the basic annual membership dues of 
$195.00. In order to remain in good-standing. Follow the ACTRA rules and pay your dues!
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Once you have completed all of the above steps, you will receive your ACTRA Full Member number and can 
expect to receive your official Full ACTRA Member card in the mail.

As I had mentioned earlier, this is a huge milestone in your career! This is a moment that all aspiring actors 
should be very proud of. Here are the benefits of being a fully unionized actor:

• Not having to pay for work permits for jobs under ACTRA;
• Rights and protection negotiated by the union;
• Minimum pay rates based on the type of production;
• Preference of engagement over non-union actors;
• Participation in ACTRA elections, council meetings, voting for agreement ratifications;
• Health and insurance benefits under ACTRA Fraternal Benefit Society (AFBS);
• Access free educational opportunities and workshops at the bi-annual ACTRA Member conference;
• And attend the Annual ACTRA Awards, and nominate fellow actors.

Although it is not required to join the union, I strongly suggest that you consider joining. You also enjoy the 
benefit of being involved in an incredible acting community.

After joining the union, you can refer yourself a professional actor. But your journey is just beginning...
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CONCLUSION

As far as industry information goes, this eBook has focused on providing the high level information required 
for getting star(t)ed with your acting career. 

There is much to learn about the film and television industry from an actor’s standpoint that it would be easy to 
write a series of books on the topic.Your experiences starting out in Canada’s film and television industry will 
differ from other actors. An experienced actor might have taken different steps from the ones I have shared in 
this eBook to get to the stage they are at in their career. This does not mean that the information I have given 
you in this eBook is wrong, nor does it suggest that the steps that the experienced actor has taken are better. It 
means that we all go down the path that works best for us. There are many right ways to start your acting career, 
be patient, look at all of your options, and pursue the path that feels right to you.

You may or may not be surprised to know, but a lot of what happens in your career will have to do with luck. I 
am not talking about a “winning the lottery” kind of luck, I am talking about working hard and being in the right 
place at the right time. If you are constantly training, pursuing your own projects, getting involved in industry 
events, and most importantly, loving what you do, you will be surprised at how lucky you can get.

I will end by saying this: Do not rush into your acting career, there will always be plenty of opportunities. 
Explore what the industry has to offer, investigate what interests you, ask questions, but most importantly, have 
fun being a part of this art by helping to create something special.

I hope the information I have provided has been useful in helping you get star(t)ed in your acting career. I wish 
you all the best and I look forward to seeing you on the big screen!

Cheers,
Mike
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